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Abstract

One of the most notable political developments of the last thirty years has been

increasing public and governmental demand for the quantification of social pheno-

mena, yet sociologists generally have paid little attention to the spread of quantifica-

tion or the significance of new regimes of measurement. Our article addresses this

oversight by analyzing quantification – the production and communication of

numbers – as a general sociological phenomenon. Drawing on scholarship across

the social sciences in Europe and North America as well as humanistic inquiry, we

articulate five sociological dimensions of quantification and call for an ethics of

numbers.

T h e m a y 2 0 0 8 issue of Global Change Biology includes an

article documenting recent ecological changes in Siberia’s Lake

Baikal, the world’s largest freshwater lake. The authors, a team of

Russian and American scientists, report that Baikal’s average seasonal

temperatures have increased significantly over the past sixty years,

a change which correlates with shifts in the lake’s unique biotic

environment and growing evidence about global warming in high-

latitude regions (Hampton et al. 2008).

The article may have gone unnoticed by non-specialists were it not

for its remarkable origin story. Since 1945, three generations of

Russian scientists – Mikhail M. Korhov, his daughter Olga, and her

daughter, Lyubov Izmesteva – had ventured almost weekly to a site

2.5 km offshore from the village of Bol’shoie Koty, where they

recorded temperatures and took water samples. The culmination of
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encouragement and patience; to Arik Lifch-
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draft; to Stephanie Hampton for permission
to reproduce her exemplary graphics; and to

Karly Sarita Ford and Cassandra Malik for
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additionally improved through presentation
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their efforts was ‘‘physical and biological data. . .of inestimable scien-

tific value, spanning 60 years of ecological change at high temporal

and taxonomic resolution’’ according a 6 May 2008 feature in the New

York Times (Dean 2008). The story highlighted the extraordinary

production of the raw materials that made possible new insights into

global climate change: thousands of observations, collected despite

harsh climate, thick ice, little financial support, and political revolu-

tion; dutifully and precisely recorded. At the end of this humble

human effort was a series numbers about a single site in a remote

region, assembled to tell a story of global significance.

This essay is about quantification – the production and communi-

cation of numbers – and its consequences for the organization and

character of modern life. Quantification is a constitutive feature of

modern science and social organization, yet sociologists have generally

been reluctant to investigate it as a sociological phenomenon in its own

right.1 This reluctance is troubling in light of growing public,

academic, and government demands for the quantification of most

social phenomena. Whether as an effort to incorporate scientific

evidence into policy decisions, extend market discipline to govern-

ment or non-profit organizations, integrate governments and econo-

mies, or coordinate activity across geographical and cultural distances,

pressures to devise and revise measures have expanded greatly in the

past few decades (Porter 1995; Power 1997; Power 2003; Strathern

1996; Strathern 2000). Compared with their colleagues in accounting,

anthropology, history, and statistics, sociologists have paid relatively

little attention to the spread of quantification or the significance of

new regimes of measurement, perhaps because, like many scientists,

we have been more concerned with the accuracy of measures than with

their social implications.

We address this oversight by analyzing quantification as a general

sociological phenomenon. Building on earlier work (Espeland and

Stevens 1998), our ambition is to help integrate analyses of quantifi-

cation in fields such as politics (Alonso and Starr 1986; Herbst 1993),

administration (Espeland 1998), education (Stevens 2007; Stevens

2008), law (Sunstein 2000) and everyday life (Igo 2007; Lave 1986)

into a synthetic line of critical inquiry. We develop a conceptual toolkit

for empirical investigations of quantification, identifying and illustrat-

ing some primary dimensions that such inquiries might pursue. While

we cannot exhaustively catalogue the proliferating interdisciplinary

1 Important exceptions include Alonso and Starr 1986 and Duncan 1984.
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scholarship on quantification, by specifying some of the most salient

aspects of quantification we encourage cross-fertilization in order to

stimulate interest, breadth and nuance in sociological approaches to

numbers.

We first offer some working premises for the analysis of quantifi-

cation, borrowing loosely from J. L. Austin, the British philosopher

of language. We then define quantification, distinguishing between

forms of quantification that name phenomena and those that com-

mensurate. Subsequent sections are primarily restricted to commen-

suration, the more socially transformative form of quantification. We

include sections on five key dimensions of quantification: the work it

requires; its reactivity; its tendency to discipline human behavior; its

polyvalent authority, and its aesthetics. We conclude by suggesting

how a sociology of quantification might serve an ethics of numbers.

Doing Things with Numbers

J. L. Austin’s approach to language in How to Do Things with

Words ([1962] 1975) provides a helpful analogy for thinking about

quantification. In those posthumously published lectures and in other

work, Austin challenged the terms through which many philosophers

of language understood their project. He argued that not all sentences

are vehicles for stating facts or offering descriptions that should be

evaluated for their accuracy. Instead Austin understood words as

deeds, which can go wrong – his term was infelicitous – and which can

be evaluated for how well or poorly they conform to conventions or

contexts. Like words, numbers also can be evaluated in terms other

than their accuracy as representations, although accuracy is a common

criterion for evaluating numbers. Numbers that defy conventions or

expectations can be infelicitous as well as wrong, as our discussion of

the aesthetics of quantification will suggest.

In Austin’s analysis ([1962] 1975), to say something is always to do

something. He used the term speech act to convey this, identifying

three dimensions that characterize all speech acts. Locutionary acts are

the act of ‘‘saying something,’’ which involves using vocabulary and

grammar in ways that make sense to interlocutors. Sentences that

are statements of fact, or which describe or assert, are locutionary

acts. Understood as locutionary acts, numbers involve conventions of
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production, expression, and interpretation that make them sensible or

not. Numeracy, statistics, mathematics, and broadly shared metho-

dological standards are part of the ‘grammar’ and ‘vocabulary’ that

make this use of numbers meaningful in particular contexts.

Illocutionary acts are those we do in speaking, which have a prag-

matic force by virtue of conventions for interpreting them. For

Constable (2008), illocutionary speech is when ‘‘. . .the saying of words

constitutes the doing of the act (e.g. promising, betting, or apologizing)’’.

Numbers often help constitute the things they measure by directing

attention, persuading, and creating new categories for apprehending

the world.

Perlocutionary acts are the effects of speech acts, the changes that

we bring about by saying something.2 Only by analyzing speech

acts in context, not as isolated words or sentences, can this dimen-

sion of speech acts be revealed.3 Efforts to establish what words

mean by stabilizing or containing meanings are misguided because

‘‘there is no simple and handy appendage of a word called ‘the

meaning. . .’’’ (Austin 1961, p. 62). Investigating the variable effects

of quantification can be understood as appreciating its perlocu-

tionary dimensions, which are sensitive to context and communities

of interpretation.

Our extension of Austin’s analyses of speech acts to quantification

is intended to highlight important parallels between his approach for

investigating utterances and strategies for advancing sociological

analyses of numbers. Our use may require some defense. Austin

focuses his attention on ‘‘utterances,’’ the saying or doing of speech. It

is fairly unconventional to apply Austin’s thinking to other forms of

speech in other media, including print and video.4 In his emphasis on

utterances, Austin was explicitly not concerned with the development

of the language being spoken, or in explaining its grammar. Rather,

he attends to what words do in speech. While we will be saying

2 For example, if someone said to me
‘‘Shoot her!’’ the meaning of that sentence,
that a particular person said to me that I
should shoot a specific person, is the locu-
tion; (note that its content extends beyond
the literal words); the illocution is that the
person urged (or ordered, advised) me to
shoot a person; the perlocution is whether I
was persuaded to shoot that person (Austin

1975, pp. 101-102).

3 The literature on Austin and speech acts
is enormous. Helpful discussions include
Warnock 1989, Bach 1998 and Constable

2008.
4 If many speech act theorists emphasize

utterances, others extend the meaning of
speech act to any use of language, spoken or
written. For Bach (1998), ‘‘the phrase ‘speech
act’ should be taken as a generic term for any
sort of language use, oral or otherwise.’’
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something about the work of producing numbers, like Austin we also

will emphasize the doing of numbers, highlighting the different

dimensions of what gets done by them in different contexts. We con-

ceptualize quantification as social action that, akin to speech, can have

multiple purposes and meanings. Only by analyzing particular

instances of quantification in context can these purposes and meanings

be revealed. As with language, purposes and meanings of quantifica-

tion are established through use.

Consider the counting of lives and deaths. In contemporary

societies, national governments regularly carry out censuses. The

official purpose of these counts is to provide accurate representations

of national populations. Numeracy, statistics, mathematics, or standard-

ized social-science methods constitute the ‘grammar’ or ‘vocabulary’

that make such projects possible and comprehensible. Demographers

analyze census figures for how accurately they count the citizens of

a particular region. In the United States, debates about the accuracy

of the constitutionally mandated decennial census often address

whether sampling would produce more accurate results than more

exhaustive counting, such as contacting a reference person in each

household for information about all of its members (Anderson and

Feinberg 1999).

But the pursuit of empirical accuracy is only one thing that can be

done with censuses. They also create new kinds and categories of

things. Censuses not only count but constitute nations and colonies

and the categories of persons presumed to comprise them (Cohn 1996;

Loveman 2005). Counting citizens entails making distinctions between

who is part of the polity and who is not. Queries about attributes of

census respondents, such as their race, gender, ethnicity, age, education

level and religious identification formalize and institutionalize them

into ‘‘official’’ statistics (Desrosi�eres 1998; Ventresca 1995). This is

why the categories and questions included in government surveys are

so often objects of political controversy (Bardet 2008).

Counting lives and deaths also can be a means for making sense of

events, imbuing them with significance, as in the enumerations that

were standard features of medieval chronicles about the aftermath of

tragedy. Louis Heylign of Beeringen’s 1347 depiction of the Plague’s

effect on the papal court in Avignon includes the ‘‘7,000 empty

houses’’ and the ‘‘11,000 bodies’’ (Horrox 1994) left by the disease.

Not meant to be taken literally, such numbers were read iconically,

for didactic purposes, resonant with cultural, often scriptural, mean-

ings. For contemporary audiences, 7,000 and 11,000 would have
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communicated an almost unimaginable number, a multitude, rather

than a precise measure.5

If precision was not the point of medieval enumerations, it was the

sacred duty of those committed to counting the fallen in the

aftermath of the U.S. Civil War. According to historian Drew Gilpin

Faust (2008), the devastation of that conflict gave rise to a national

obsession with commemoration, an important form of which entailed

the meticulous counting of the dead. Like the deaths at Avignon,

counting was a means of conveying the scale of suffering, but it was

also a form of inclusion and ethical discussion. For nineteenth

century Civil War commemorators, it mattered that every single life

lost be part of the tally, and the numbers of the fallen shaped the

conversations through which Americans made sense of the loss. As

Faust concludes,

The rhetoric of Civil War mortality statistics provided the language for
a meditation on the deeper human meaning of the conflict and its unprecedented
destructiveness, as well as for the exploration of the individual in a world of
mass – and increasingly mechanized – slaughter. It was about what counted in
a world transformed. (Faust 2008, p. 266)

As with words, the purpose and meaning of numbers often change

as they travel across time and social space. Subsequent uses and

interpretations may bear little resemblance to what produced num-

bers in the first place. In the United States, founding fathers added

a constitutional provision in 1787 to establish the census as a means

for allocating government representatives and taxes. Today census

data are used for countless purposes: to inform social policy, assess

business opportunities, report news, measure progress and write

dissertations. The census now is part of the infrastructure of

governing and knowing the population. Much contemporary social

policy and social science would be impossible, indeed unimaginable,

without it.

In light of this variety, and following Austin, we suggest that the

work and conventions used to make numbers, and their meaning and

consequences, should never be presumed.

5 Thanks to Elspeth Carruthers for this
example. For an intriguing description of
how numbers were used as mnemonic heu-
ristics during the Middle Ages, see Mary
Carruthers (1990, pp. 80-107). Porter (1986,

pp. 18-39) provides a helpful account of the
changing use of social numbers from the
political arithmetic of the fifteenth century
to statistics in its current sense.
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Marking and Commensuration

We here offer some orienting definitions and distinctions. We

define quantification broadly, as the production and communication of

numbers. One important distinction among forms of quantification is

between those that mark and those that commensurate.

Numbers that mark

Numbers often are used to identify particular persons, locations, or

objects. Some numerical marks are simple and even arbitrary.

Numbers printed on football jerseys are clear instances of numbers

that mark, distinguishing particular players from all others on team

rosters and television screens. Such numbers can take on the character

of names, as when announcers referred to Michael Jordon as ‘‘Num-

ber 23,’’ or when luminary numbers are ‘‘retired’’ to honor former

recipients. Numbers can also be used as names, like the popular

American whiskey called ‘‘Old Number 7’’. Used as marks, numbers

distinguish one object or person without quantifying.

Other numerical marks are the products of complex systems that

are significant human accomplishments in their own right. The

Dewey Decimal System, for example, is a technology for cataloguing

knowledge. Dewey generates a unique classification number for each

text, organizing knowledge into ten main classes of subjects with

numbers ranging from 000-999. These classes are further elaborated

into 100 divisions and 1000 sections that specify sub-topics, geo-

graphical locations, or time periods. The number 300, for instance,

indicates that a book is about social science; 314 designates European

statistics as its topic. The numbers to the right of the decimal point

can go on indefinitely (sometimes including a letter): the more

digits, the finer the distinctions. 314.09033 P722c identifies William

Playfair’s treatises, The Commercial and Political Atlas (1786) and

Statistical Breviary (1801), landmarks in the history of graphical

display. Used this way, sequences of numbers distinguish books from

one another in a qualitative and categorical, not quantitative way.

Books about technology (600) are not twice as good or as numerous as

books about social science (300). Quantification here precisely repre-

sents and orders knowledge in meaningful, useful ways but it does not

measure books or their knowledge.
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Industrialization was accompanied and facilitated by a great pro-

fusion of numerical marking systems. Towns and cities developed

them to specify addresses, facilitating the movement of people and

parcels through urban space. Chicago residents are proud of the

clarity of their city’s grid system, in which numbers of buildings and

blocks increase from the intersection of State and Madison Streets

downtown; Parisians have comparable affection for the unpredictable

house numbers in their city’s pre-industrial core. Telephone numbers,

postal and registration codes, account numbers, digital passwords –

numbers that mark but do not commensurate – are ubiquitous facts of

life in literally all formally organized societies.

Numbers that commensurate

Many of the most consequential uses of numbers entail commensu-

ration – the valuation or measuring of different objects with a common

metric (Espeland and Stevens 1998). Common forms of commensura-

tion include the prices that assess the value of goods and services, votes

that indicate political preferences, scores that evaluate the quality of

wine or water, and standardized tests that assess ability or capacity.

Commensuration creates a specific type of relationship among

objects. It transforms all difference into quantity. In doing so it unites

objects by encompassing them under a shared cognitive system. At

the same time, it also distinguishes objects by assigning to each one

a precise amount of something that is measurably different from, or

equal to, all others. Difference or similarity is expressed as magnitude,

as an interval on a metric, a precise matter of more or less.

Commensuration always is a process, often one that requires con-

siderable social and intellectual investment. Before objects can be

made commensurate they must be classified in ways that make them

comparable. If the categories of classification are broadly agreed upon,

commensuration may appear to be a simple matter of specifying

incremental differences between otherwise similar things. If, however,

commensuration creates a relationship between objects that are not

conventionally regarded as comparable, we are more aware that we

are doing something by commensurating. Securities and derivatives

markets provide good examples of both phenomena. We take for

granted that traders in New York and London make good livings by

exchanging precisely calibrated units of credit and debt. Yet financiers

have a special term, ‘‘commoditization,’’ for the process through

which new things are integrated into markets. This process is hardly
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simple. The creation of futures markets in air pollution and the carbon

offset system, in which manufacturers, energy companies, government

agencies, commercial brokerage firms, and concerned citizens can buy

and sell units of environmental exhaust, were huge organizational

undertakings that required and facilitated reimagining pollution

(Levin and Espeland 2002; Stern 2006).

From marking to commensuration

Marking and commensuration may be understood as representing

the two ends of a dimension of quantification. At one end, objects have

only a categorical relationship. This is marking. At the other end,

objects have primarily a metrical relation to one another. This is

commensuration. Stanley Smith Stevens’ famous designation of ‘‘le-

vels of measurement’’ may be read as a formalization of these dimen-

sions (Stevens 1946). Different mathematical or statistical operations

are appropriate depending on the ordering of objects. The most

common distinctions are between nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio

levels. Nominal measures classify objects through a coding system that

may or may not be numerical. In social surveys, gender often is coded

with a nominal measure: male or female. This code may be numerical

(0 5 female; 1 5 male), in which case the numbers function as marks,

indicating only that respondents are like or unlike with no provision for

variation within or across categories, rank or magnitude.

Ordinal levels of measurement classify by rank. They vary hierarchi-

cally, but there is no presumption about quantities of difference.

Like nominal measures, ordinal ones need not be coded using

numbers. Clothing sizes provide good examples. ‘‘Medium’’ codes

items larger than Small and smaller than Large, but differences in

sizes are not metrical.

With interval and ratio measures the differences between objects

become metrical, and measurement entails commensuration. Interval

and ratio measures are always quantitative. Interval measures assess

objects on scale in which distances among intervals are equal, but

there is no absolute zero. The Celsius and Fahrenheit temperature

scales are interval measures. On both, the difference between 10 and

20 degrees is the same as the difference between 40 and 50 degrees but

the zero point is an arbitrary designation; 20 degrees is not twice as

warm as 10. Ratio measures also have standard intervals but also

possess an absolute zero. The stock and trade of modern quantitative

social science, ratio measures are amenable to elaborate statistical
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manipulation. Examples include income, wealth, educational attain-

ment, and scores on standardized tests.

It is scientific doxa that these different kinds of measurement have

a hierarchical relationship. That interval and ratio measures are judged

‘‘higher’’ than nominal and ordinal ones, suggests a stratification of

measurement such that quantitative precision enhances prestige. The

information produced by nominal and ordinal measures often

is regarded as raw material for ratio and interval ones – necessary

precursors to more rigorous modes of inquiry. As one prominent

statistician put it, ‘‘Classification is fundamental to any science. All

other levels of measurement, no matter how precise, basically involve

classification as a minimal operation’’ (Blalock [1960] 1972).

Work

Quantification requires considerable work, even when it seems

straightforward. When grading essays, for example, teachers might

use a 100-point scale to evaluate each one, relying on prior experience

and comparison to quantify individual accomplishment. The scale

may correspond to rubrics contained in course syllabi that identify

particular attributes and assign weights to them (e.g., 50 points for

quality of argument, 25 for writing clarity, 25 for correct format

and citations). The application of even such simple schemes can be

laborious, as every teacher knows.

Integrating scores on individual assignments into cumulative mea-

sures of school performance requires huge investments in infrastruc-

ture and coordination. Teachers must create or follow methods for

aggregating scores into course grades, which must be further aggre-

gated so that grades can be linked to persons over time. Creating such

linkages usually involves making and deploying a numerical coding

system, which often includes assigning individual identification num-

bers, another intensive bureaucratic exercise. Aggregated evaluations

of students’ performance entail meticulous rules for reporting, pro-

cessing and challenging grades, as well as registrars who protect the

accuracy of records. This work becomes even more consequential

when graduate schools, prize committees, employers, and government

funding agencies use grade averages to distribute scarce resources.

Counting may seem like a simple act, but doing it on a large scale

requires well-funded bureaucracies with highly trained administrators,
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especially if the counts are politically contested or ‘‘official’’ – and the

two usually go together (Porter 1995). As many scholars have shown,

producing a national census is an arduous undertaking (Anderson

1988; Desrosi�eres 1998; Loveman 2005). Bourguet’s investigation of

the failed census conducted by the French Bureau de Statistique in

1800 shows the consequences of not having a large, trained labor

force. Overwhelmed prefects were forced to enlist local elite volun-

teers to compile the information they wanted about their regions.

Instead of recording only quantitative information about local econ-

omies, populations, and occupations using the designated categories,

volunteers submitted detailed descriptive monographs that reflected

their local knowledge but were difficult for the Bureau to assimilate.

Revolutionary France, it turned out, was still too divided by status

and locale to fit into the categories prescribed by the statisticians. The

standardization required by the census could only be accomplished

with a more centralized state and a more uniform populace. Rendering

France statistical required a transformed nation as well as statistical

innovation (Porter 1995).

In a world saturated with numbers, it is easy to take the work of

quantification for granted. Rigorous, defensible and enduring systems

of quantification require expertise, discipline, coordination and many

kinds of resources, including time, money, and political muscle. This

is why quantification is often the work of large bureaucracies. It also is

why, when wealthy nation-states and international organizations try to

impose quantitative regimes globally, some nations find it difficult to

comply. We often forget how much infrastructure lies behind the

numbers that are the end product of counting regimes. This is

especially true when numbers circulate to places that are removed

from the bureaucracies that manufactured them.

Quantification usually is embedded in larger social projects. It is

work that makes other work possible. Numbers foster cooperation and

control in complex systems and signal one’s legitimacy. For example,

Laura Hein (2004) shows how conducting a national census and

creating a statistical bureau was understood by Japanese intellectuals

as a way to rehabilitate their country’s reputation after WWII (Hein

2004). Modern societies depend on insurance instruments that

calculate the distribution of risk (Heimer 1985); navigation systems

that facilitate nautical, rail, and air travel across far-flung geographies

(Cronon 1991); ‘‘vital statistics’’ and profit-and-loss statements that

enable state authorities and businesspeople to rule their empires from

great distances and despite formidable linguistic and cultural divides
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(Cohen 1982; Scott 1998). Anthropologist Edwin Hutchins (1995)

calls the general phenomenon ‘‘distributed cognition,’’ in which

a number of parties coordinate their work to maintain some larger

order or enterprise. Many such enterprises are unimaginable without

legions of quantitative laborers: actuaries, cartographers, navigators,

statisticians, economists, and all manner of specialized metricians.

Reactivity

Measurement intervenes in the social worlds it depicts.6 Measures

are reactive; they cause people to think and act differently. We already

have suggested that turning qualities into quantities creates new

things and new relations among things. As the statistician Alain

Desrosi�eres (1998) puts it, ‘‘The aim of statistical work is to make

a priori separate things hold together, thus lending reality and

consistency to larger, more complex objects.’’ Our understanding of

crime (Katz 1988), health (Rusnock 2002), public opinion (Herbst

1993), poverty (Katz 1983; Katz 1986) and intelligence (Carson 2007)

are just a few examples of how measures help transform individual

experiences and events into general categories or characteristics. The

laborious task of constructing comparable statistics and accounting

standards is an important aspect of modern nation-building, of

making an otherwise amorphous composite of people and attributes

into a thing that holds together in the imaginations of politicians,

government officials, and the general public (Desrosi�eres 1998; Bruno

et al. 2006; Igo 2007). Measures also alter relations of power by

affecting how resources, status, knowledge and opportunities are

distributed. As Cusso and D’Amico (2005) explain, changes in

international education statistics reflect and shape global reform in

education and affect how aid and loans are distributed to nations.

Individual test scores can determine educational trajectories that have

important consequences for career options and potential earnings.

This is why the chronic racial disparity in standardized test scores

among students in the United States is so controversial (Jencks and

Phillips 1998).

Another way that measures are reactive is when they create or

reinforce the categories used to conceive of human beings, a process

Ian Hacking (1999) calls ‘‘making up people.’’ For example,

6 This section relies on Espeland and Sauder 2007.
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Desrosi�eres (1998) describes how cadres, a term designating salaried

executives that is fundamental to the status and occupational system of

France (but translates only awkwardly into English), devolved loosely

from a social solidarity movement among engineers and managers

during the late 1930s. It was only after cadres as a category was

incorporated into official French statistics and became an important

variable in many kinds of analyses that the meaning of the term was

diffused and elaborated, taking on great cultural weight.

Alfred Kinsey’s pioneering surveys of sexual behavior in the

United States are another case of measures making up people. The

1948 publication of Kinsey’s book, Sexual Behavior in the Human

Male, generated a maelstrom of controversy with its shocking

depiction of sexual practices at odds with prevailing views about sexual

convention. Among the more startling statistics were those pertaining

to homosexual behavior. While Kinsey published a range of relevant

statistics, two of his more famous numbers were 37 %, the proportion

of (white) males who had had at least one overt homosexual experience

to the point of orgasm since adolescence; and 10 %, the proportion of

men who had had more or less exclusively homosexual relations for at

least three years between ages 16 and 55 (Kinsey 1948).

These figures significantly influenced the development of the

modern gay rights movement. For people who had been stigmatized

as criminal or sick, Kinsey’s numbers were deeply reassuring, offering

an important, if abstract, form of visibility that historian Sarah Igo

(2007) calls a ‘‘statistical community.’’ Kinsey’s statistics also promp-

ted some people to understand themselves as a political group. For

community activist Harry Hay, the statistical prevalence of homosex-

uality indicated by Kinsey’s research served as the impetus for the

definition of a minority group that could be organized politically based

on a shared culture and identity. In pursuit of that goal, Hay founded

the Mattachine Society, the first sustained gay rights organization in

the U.S. and the catalyst for a form of political organizing emphasizing

homosexual identity (Armstrong 2002; D’Emilio and Freedman 1988;

Michaels and Espeland 2006; Timmons 1990). Kinsey’s 10 % statistic

was generalized and incorporated into founding documents, speeches,

placards, and soon circulated broadly among gay supporters and

eventually in mainstream media. Before long the idea that 10 %

of any population is gay, an idea at odds with how Kinsey conceptu-

alized homosexuality, became a taken for granted feature of how gay

and lesbian people understood themselves and how they and their

opponents conducted politics. That is, until new, lower estimates of
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homosexuality emerging from social science surveys during the 1990s

challenged this understanding (Laumann et al. 1994).

Measures create and reproduce social boundaries, replacing murky

variation with clear distinctions between categories of people and

things. This is why measures so often are implicated in projects of

social differentiation and distinction (Lamont and Molnar 2002),

often with unintended effects. The recent history of homosexuality

is exemplary here again. Alfred Kinsey was adamant that homosex-

uality was a means of classifying behavior, not persons. He refused to

relegate people into binary categories, arguing that ‘‘heterosexual’’

and ‘‘homosexual’’ were not ‘‘substantives which stand for persons,’’

but adjectives that described behavior (Kinsey 1948). A great irony of

Kinsey’s legacy is that although he rejected the idea of homosexual

persons and tried valiantly to measure people’s behavior in ways that

excluded their interpretations of it, his statistics encouraged a political

movement that defined homosexuality as a thing that held together as

a legitimate category of human and political identity.

Discipline

The capacity of measures to discipline is a distinctive form of

reactivity. We already have suggested the discipline required to make

credible numbers. But numbers also can exert discipline on those they

depict. Measures that initially may have been designed to describe

behavior can easily be used to judge and control it. In his famous

analysis, Michel Foucault (1977) investigated discipline as a mode of

modern power that is continuous, diffuse and embedded in everyday

routines. Disciplinary practices define what is appropriate, normal,

and to what we should aspire; they also define which kinds of persons

should be subjected to which forms of knowledge, applied by which

groups of experts.7 Quantitative measures are a key mechanism for the

simplifying, classifying, comparing, and evaluating that is at the heart

of disciplinary power.8

The spatial surveillance that was the hallmark of Foucault’s

panopticon and that epitomized surveillance under industrial capitalism

has been augmented by new technologies: digital cameras, satellites,

7 While Foucault focused on the produc-
tion of ‘docile bodies’ his ideas can be
extended to institutions and groups.

8 See Sauder and Espeland 2009 for a de-
tailed analysis of rankings as discipline.
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programs for tracing Internet transactions, computerized tracking

devices, and increasingly, techniques of conceptual or analytical

surveillance that rely on many numbers (Miller and O’Leary 1987;

Simon 1988). ‘‘Accountability’’ and ‘‘transparency’’ are becoming

ever more closely associated with making and monitoring metrics

(Espeland and Vannebo 2008). Quantification makes visible people,

objects or characteristics that may formerly have been invisible. It

permits scrutiny of complex or disparate phenomena in ways that

enable judgment. The Gross Domestic Product, among the broadest

and most famous indicators of economic health, includes the annual

value of a nation’s goods and labor. The production of the GDP is

a monumental bureaucratic task, shaped by elaborate guidelines

issued by the United Nations and national governments, and requires

the collection, standardization and integration of vast amounts of

information. This indicator makes it possible to ‘‘see’’ economies and

make comparisons, to judge which ones are growing or shrinking,

performing well or poorly. The GDP informs countless numbers of

decisions regarding national monetary policy, investment strategy,

national security, and even climate change. Similarly, the DOW,

Nikkei 225, and DAX are indexes comprised of baskets of stocks that

allow investors to ‘‘see’’ and track stock markets in the U.S., Japan and

Germany. Seeing something is the first step to controlling it.

By simplifying, excluding and integrating information, quantifica-

tion expands the comprehensibility and comparability of social phe-

nomena in ways that permit strict and dispersed surveillance. One

virtue of numbers is that they easily circulate and seem straightforward

to interpret, making it possible to monitor or govern ‘‘at a distance’’

(Miller and Rose 1990; Cohen 1982; Scott 1998). Quantification

permits remote parties to check on people and things they wish to

control. Principals vulnerable to the discretion of agents often argue

that the discipline imposed by quantification makes visible the con-

sequences of decisions and provides checks on the biases, politics and

self-interest of agents. Medici family bankers with agents all over

Europe, for example, relied on standardized double-entry bookkeeping

and regular audits to ensure that they were not being cheated

(Carruthers and Espeland 1991). Sean Redding (2006) shows how the

census was a form of surveillance that made it possible to tax Africans

and became a vehicle for creating and sustaining the South African

apartheid state. Colonizers have long relied on surveys of various sorts

to discipline those they rule, simultaneously overcoming and maintain-

ing distance from their subjects (Cohn 1996; Loveman 2005).
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Not all surveillance that has disciplinary consequences is motivated

by intent to discipline. Sometimes discipline is a by-product of

surveillance. For example, mass-media rankings of colleges and

graduate programs in the United States began as efforts to inform

prospective students and their families about the relative quality of

schools, as well as a plan for selling magazines and creating a distinc-

tive identity for one magazine (Sauder and Espeland 2009). Perhaps

naively, rankers did not intend to change schools or shape policy but

simply wanted to measure them. Yet schools soon realized that

important groups of constituents – students, faculty, trustees, employ-

ers, other media – were using rankings to make decisions that had

large consequences for schools: where to apply, how to evaluate

administrators’ performance, which graduates to employ. As attention

to rankings spread, schools felt pressured to take them seriously, even

when sociometricians and administrators considered them bad meas-

ures. Before long schools were working diligently to improve their

rank, which entailed expensive and sometimes ingenious efforts to

boost the factors that journalists included in ranking schemes. What

began as a strategy for publicly evaluating schools soon became

a means of identifying and punishing schools that did poorly accord-

ing to metrics schools themselves did not control. Rankings quickly

were internalized and institutionalized by schools, as their officials

absorbed the terms of status the rankings had created. The discipline

that rankings elicited increasingly became self-imposed as schools

included them in their planning and self-understandings (see also

Covaleski et al. 1998).

By simultaneously unifying and distinguishing objects, a process

Foucault called ‘‘normalization’’ (1977), measures like rankings

classify, reward and punish, and organize interventions. As Hacking

(1990) suggests, it is easy to conflate normal in a statistical sense with

normal in a moral sense. The ‘‘outliers,’’ ‘‘under-achievers,’’ and

‘‘under-performers’’ produced by performance measures become

targets of manipulation, disapproval and anxious self-scrutiny. Meas-

ures easily become aspirations.

Authority

As deeds, one thing numbers do is persuade. One way to think

about how numbers persuade is to investigate the authority people
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grant to them: to consider why and when people find numbers credible

ways of knowing and communicating. The authority of numbers may

be vested in (1) our sense of their accuracy or validity as representa-

tions of some part of the world (Anderson and Feinberg 1999;

Desrosi�eres 1998); (2) in their usefulness in solving problems (Carson

2007; Didier 2002; Porter 1995); (3) in how they accumulate and link

users who have investments in the numbers (Feldman and March

1981; Kalthoff 2005; Latour 1987; Callon 1986; March and Simon

1958); or (4) in their long and evolving association with rationality and

objectivity (Daston 1992; Nussbaum 1986; Weber 1978). It often is

some combination of these phenomena that makes particular numbers

compelling. Here we focus mainly on the first three kinds of quan-

titative authority.

Concern over the relationship between numbers and the ‘‘real’’

world may be explicit for those who make and use statistics for a living

(Duncan 1984). But, as Desrosi�eres notes (2001), even if ‘‘reality’’

often is invoked by the producers and users of statistics, it is usually

taken to be ‘‘self-evident.’’ A sociology of quantification must, of

course, interrogate this self-evidence, examining how it is established

and varies across contexts. Desrosi�eres identifies four ‘‘attitudes’’

concerning the relationship of statistics to reality and its proof:

metrological realism, accounting realisms, proof-in-use realism, and

constructionism. The first three attitudes are versions of realism in

which measures capture more or less accurately some feature of an

external world, while the fourth rejects this stance. These attitudes are

not the only possible responses and are sometimes mixed together

unselfconsciously in practice. However their differences help disen-

tangle an important feature of quantitative authority: how we evaluate

numbers as depictions of the world. Each attitude has its own history,

enlists a distinctive language, style of argument, and assumptions, and

each of the realist attitudes has its own ‘‘test of proof’’ that verifies its

reality by confirming its independence from measurement.

Metrological realism, the heartland of which is public statistical

agencies, devolves from 18
th century measurement theory in mathe-

matics and the natural sciences. Introduced into social science via

sampling methods, it spawned the age of ‘‘statistical observation.’’

Here the reality of the objects measured, even if invisible and variable,

is presumed to be as permanent and real as any physical object. The

vocabulary, requirements and argumentation associated with metro-

logical realism emphasize reliability that is conveyed in terms of

accuracy, precision, measurement error, distributions, and so on.
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Pragmatism in accounting or accounting realism emerged from

accounting practices dating back to the development of double-entry

bookkeeping, first codified in Pacioli’s famous Venetian text of 1494

(Carruthers and Espeland 1991). The reality of the objects measured

in accounting realism is based on the trustworthiness of numbers

established through standardized practices that are consistent, re-

producible and ‘‘fair’’ evaluations of past, present, and projected

financial positions. If in metrological realism commensuration is

established mostly through physical quantities such as time and space,

accounting realism relies on money as its generalized medium –

which, as Georg Simmel (1978) famously explained, objectifies value

at the same time it symbolizes the relativity of value. Money, the

‘‘perfect tool,’’ permits the broad circulation of claims about credit,

debt, or value that compose the continuous streams of accounts

generated by business. The core reality test in accounting realism is

whether accounts are balanced.

The proof in use attitude is the province of researchers and those

who argue policy or make decisions in political and economic

institutions. For those who typify this approach, reality is defined

by databases and the analyses they support, and which are mobilized

to make arguments and defend positions. Social and cognitive distance

usually separates those who create the datasets and those who make

use of them. Users often take data as given, displaying little interest in

how the numbers were collected, coded, and cleaned. For proof-in-

use users, data are ‘‘self-sufficient,’’ which permits these users to

argue positions supported by statistical manipulations with little or no

interrogation of the origins of the underlying numbers. The realism

that characterizes this attitude is evident in contexts of argumentation

and the role that statistical data play in convincing or not. Proof-in-

use realism construes the language of plausible results and procedures

for checking internal consistency as more vital than correspondence to

features outside the database.

Each of these three attitudes highlights a version of realism that

depends on documenting the consistency of a form of perception and

establishing the independence of what is measured from the act of

measuring. In contrast, the fourth attitude, constructionism, perhaps

most familiar to sociologists, anthropologists and science-studies

scholars, understands the objects targeted by measurement as prod-

ucts of measurement and measurement conventions that are negoti-

ated and variable. Desrosi�eres sees this attitude as a response to crisis,

the breakdown of forms of trust that sustain the other three forms of
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statistical realism. This attitude is the bread and butter of social-

constructionist approaches in sociology. The challenge for this type of

sociology is to show how quantitative authority is accomplished and

mobilized, how it gets built into institutions, circulates, and creates

enduring structures that shape and constrain cognition and behavior.

How constructed an object or relation appears is a function of how

successful groups have been in securing its durability and legitimacy,

in making it seem inevitable.9 The constructionist approach under-

mines the reality of objects as independent entities by highlighting

interactions between people and measures, showing the reflexive

adaptations of those observing and the people and things being

observed. Statistics help to create the reality that they measure by

providing a language for accessing it and techniques for its manipu-

lation. The crucial test for this approach is not to establish the

independence of measures but to explain their starring roles in the

interactions that produce reality.10

While the different meanings given to numbers are key distinctions

among Desrosi�eres’ four attitudes, others have emphasized the de-

velopment and marketing of uses for numbers as features of their

authority. These approaches are especially attentive to the spread of

particular kinds and uses of numbers, and are less centrally focused on

what makes numbers seem more or less real. Theodore Porter’s (1995)

work exemplifies this approach. He argues that numbers are a tech-

nology whose authority derives from their value in helping resolve

the fundamental problem of people wishing to communicate across

sometimes vast distances that may be social, geographical and

political. Quantification offers a shared language and discipline that

transcends other forms of differences that threaten collective or

competing social projects. Especially in collaborations characterized

by conflict, divided expert opinion, dispersed parties, distrust, or

when parties’ actions are politicized or subject to close scrutiny from

powerful others, numbers offer a valuable form of authority which

Porter (1995) characterizes as ‘‘mechanical objectivity.’’11 In contrast

with objectivity grounded in expert opinion, elite discretion, or divine

9 Constructionism’s place in sociology is
vast. Classic works depict the constructed
nature of commodities (Marx [1867] 1977),
subjectivities (Foucault 2003), gender
(Smith 1991), and common sense (Berger

and Luckmann 1966), to name a few. See
Hacking 1999 for an overview.

10 Desrosi�eres’ investigation of statistical

realisms includes an altar call to sociologists,
urging a commitment to analyzing more
systematically and rigorously the various
kinds and uses of statistical argument, espe-
cially as they pertain to issues of ‘‘quality.’’

11 On the evolving meanings of objectivity
for scientists see Daston 1992.
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will, mechanical objectivity is grounded in quantification that con-

forms to standardized rules about how to derive, manipulate and use

numbers. Its particular value for distrusting parties is that it is

impersonal and constraining. It limits discretion when credibility or

disinterestedness is suspect or when there are no broadly shared

means for evaluating discretion. It replaces trust in persons with trust

in numbers.

Quantitative techniques like cost-benefit analyses, audits, rankings,

and the push for performance, measures, which has reinvented whole

agencies and spawned an expanding consulting industry, provide

examples of how numbers can constrain discretion and hold people

accountable. The federal sentencing guideline movement in the

United States offers a good example of mechanical objectivity at work

(Espeland and Vannebo 2008). Seeking to eliminate large disparities in

the sentences judges issue convicted defendants, even those commit-

ting similar crimes, legal scholars and politicians pressed for more

uniform sentencing. Legislation passed in 1984 and implemented by

the newly created Sentencing Guidelines Commission produced rules

designed to standardize sentencing practices. An explicit goal of this

legislation was to limit judicial discretion.

The primary tool for standardizing sentences was the Commis-

sion’s creation of the Sentencing Table. This deceptively simple one-

page grid consists of a vertical axis that measures severity of a crime

and a horizontal axis that measures an offenders criminal history, with

intersecting cells indicating a narrow range of appropriate sentencing

defined by months in prison. The grid is the culmination of elaborate,

often revised instructions known as the Guidelines Manual that

includes nearly 2000 pages of rules and, in paperback form, tips the

scales at 5 U.S. pounds.

After twenty years of experience, the consensus of the U.S. legal

community is that mandatory sentencing guidelines as implemented

were a resounding failure. It turned out that mechanized sentencing

was extraordinarily cumbersome in practice, and that excluding

particular circumstances often produced sentences that seemed irra-

tional and unfair. A famous example is in sentencing for cocaine

possession. Under the guidelines, the severity of a sentence is linked to

the weight of the narcotic someone possesses. Because crack cocaine

uses a heavier water-based medium than powder cocaine, possession

of crack generates longer sentences than possession of powder, even if

the actual amount of the narcotic is the same. Just as important,

experience also made clear that instead of eliminating discretion the
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guidelines merely shifted it to new and less visible arenas: from

courtrooms to prosecutors’ offices, from judges to parole officers. In

time the results became so contested that the legitimacy of judicial

sentencing was not enhanced but undermined by the reform, and the

U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the federal guidelines would no longer

be mandatory but ‘‘advisory.’’12

Caron and Gely’s (2004) investigation of intelligence testing reveals

patterns similar to Porter’s. Wartime pressures to sort soldiers quickly,

along with the emergence of psychology as a new discipline with

insecure borders, prompted a powerful alliance that helped institution-

alize intelligence testing in a remarkably short time. Along with this

shift came significant changes in the definition of leadership, merit, and

ability. As this and other work shows, efforts to enlist quantification,

whether as a way to improve decisions or constrain discretion, can

destabilize authority based on other kinds of claims (Espeland 1998).

Another means for analyzing the authority of numbers is to

investigate their practical uses, describing how they become embed-

ded in networks of people who make and use them, and the techniques

and routines that facilitate this embedding. Drawing on insights from

actor-network theory first developed in science studies by scholars

such as Bruno Latour (1987; 1988) and Michel Callon (1986), we posit

that the authority of numbers, like that of scientific facts more

generally, depends on establishing networks among objects and

humans that become so sturdy they are no longer disputed or subject

to disassembly. As for example in the relationships between databases

and those who rely on them for arguments, numbers can accumulate

constituents who invest them with particular meanings and uses.

Ultimately calculations can become epistemic practices, embodying

and routinizing norms of skepticism and certainty about the world

(Kalthoff 2005; Knorr-Cetina 1999).

Organizational scholars take a different stance in considering how

numbers accumulate authority as they circulate. Ever since classic

work by March and Simon (March and Simon 1958), such scholars

have examined patterns in the flow of information within (or among)

organizations. ‘Raw’ information typically is collected and compiled

by workers near the bottom of organizational hierarchies; but as it is

manipulated, parsed and moved upward, it is transformed so as to

make it accessible and amenable for those near the top, who make the

big decisions. This ‘‘editing’’ removes assumptions, discretion and

12 United States v. Booker 543 U.S. 220 (2005).
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ambiguity, a process that results in ‘‘uncertainty absorption’’: in-

formation appears more robust than it actually is. As March and

Simon put it: ‘‘Uncertainty absorption takes place when inferences are

drawn from a body of evidence, and the inferences instead of the

evidence itself, are then communicated’’ (p. 165).

The premises behind the numbers disappear, with the consequence

that decisions seem more obvious than they might otherwise have

been. An often unintended effect of this phenomenon is numbers that

appear more authoritative as they move up a chain of command. The

authority of the information parallels the authority of its handlers in

the hierarchy.

Aesthetics

The Oxford English Dictionary defines the adjective aesthetic as ‘‘Of

or pertaining to the appreciation of the beautiful or of art.’’ Like any

expressive action, quantification has an important aesthetic aspect. We

speak here of individual numbers (for exemple a startling pH value or

a provocative coefficient), mathematical models of causal processes,

and tabular and graphical depictions of numerical data of all kinds.

Call them pictures with numbers, or numerical pictures: the point is

that many of our most consequential representations of the world are

made quantitatively. Those who produce and consume such pictures

for a living want them to be not only errorless but also compelling,

elegant, and even beautiful. It is more than a matter of esoteric

connoisseurship. The appearance of numerical pictures matters

greatly to the gatekeepers who determine their publication in books

and scholarly journals, and to the policymakers who make consequen-

tial decisions on the basis of the information contained within them.

The criteria used to assess the aesthetic merits of numerical

pictures vary over time and across realms of expertise. Statistical

models that impress reviewers as state-of-the-art at one point can

appear retrograde only a few years later. Styles of statistical modeling

go in and out of fashion, obliging those who wish to remain at the

cutting edge of their fields to keep up with changing expectations.

Additionally, those who work within different research communities

prefer different kinds of numerical pictures. Even the most sophisti-

cated quantitative methodologists in one discipline, when reading

work outside of their own fields, sometimes find that they ‘‘can’t tell if
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its good’’ and seek the judgment of colleagues in other disciplines.

Techniques of numerical and graphical representation also vary. The

historical development of the use of stars and asterisks to mark

statistical associations conventionally regarded as ‘‘findings’’ in U.S.

sociology journals is one well-documented example (Leahey 2005).

Those who remember assembling numerical tables without com-

puters, or who attend international conferences at which data graphics

are produced by a global array of software platforms, appreciate how

widely representational conventions can vary across time and space.

Yet despite such variation, two aesthetic ideals for numerical

pictures are virtually universal: clarity and parsimony. Regardless of

temporal and disciplinary context, people who make pictures with

numbers typically prize representations whose primary information is

easily legible (clarity), and which contain only those elements neces-

sary and sufficient for the communication of this primary information

(parsimony). These aesthetic ideals are visual manifestations of the

allure of numbers outlined above: their peculiar capacity to make

complex phenomena comprehensible. But capacity and accomplish-

ment are not the same thing. Making pictures with numbers is a craft.

Doing it well requires skill.

The craft is a modern one, according to Edward Tufte (2001), one

of its most famous analysts. A European invention, statistical graphics

did not emerge until the late eighteenth century, likely because of

the complex mix of mathematical, analytical, and artistic capacities

required to produce them. Their emergence in world culture is

‘‘surprisingly recent,’’ coming much later than ‘‘such triumphs of

mathematical ingenuity as logarithms, Cartesian coordinates, the

calculus, and basic probability theory’’ (p. 9).

Tellingly, techniques of numerical picture-making grew out of

cartography (Friendly 2008). Like maps, numerical pictures are

schematic renderings of large amounts of information. Scholars point

to the British Enlightenment as an important locus of innovation in

numerical representation – hardly a historical coincidence, given the

ongoing imperatives of overseeing a global empire. The work of

William Playfair (1759-1823), a Scottish engineer, businessman and

polymath, was particularly influential. Credited with inventing the bar

chart and pie graph, Playfair’s monographs on the political economies

of Britain, Europe, and the United States are landmarks in the history

of statistical graphics (Friendly 2008; Tufte 2001). The penchant for

numerical representation expanded and diffused widely in the latter

half of the nineteenth century. Numerical information was prized by
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theorists and practitioners of democratic government, who viewed

statistics as politically neutral means of knowing a population. The

rapid development of census and survey techniques by government

officials, social reformers, and social scientists was fueled by this faith

in the impartiality of numbers and facilitated by the expansion of state

bureaucracies (Anderson 1983; Cohen 1982; Desrosi�eres 1998; Hein

2004). By the early twentieth century, government officials’ views of

their societies commonly came in the form of numerical pictures. The

accumulation of census, survey, and polling data of all kinds, and the

increasing speed and sophistication of computational technology

created societies ever more defined by statistics and graphical repre-

sentations of them – and ever more ways to manipulate and misread

numerical information (Alonso and Starr 1982; Duncan 1984; Igo

2007; Prewitt 1986).

Just as making quantitative pictures requires special skills, so

too does their interpretation. These interpretive skills are acquired

through mimesis, apprenticeship, and formal instruction. Primers

include Tufte’s The Visual Display of Quantitative Information

(2001) and William S. Cleveland’s The Elements of Graphing Data

(1994). Widely consulted and cited, these books teach technical and

normative lessons. The first page of the first chapter of Tufte’s Visual

Display (p. 13) summarizes good statistical graphics as ‘‘complex ideas

communicated with clarity, precision, and efficiency’’ and lists what

graphical representations of numbers ‘‘should’’ do:

– show the data

– induce the viewer to think about the substance rather than about

methodology, graphic design, the technology of graphic production, or

something else

– avoid distorting what the data have to say

– present many numbers in a small space

– make large data sets coherent

– encourage the eye to compare different pieces of data

– reveal data at several levels of detail, from broad overview to the

fine structure

– serve a reasonably clear purpose: description, exploration, tabu-

lation, or decoration

– be closely integrated with the statistical and verbal descriptions

of the data set.

Tufte also offers maxims for what graphical displays should not

contain: ‘‘The interior decoration of graphics generates a lot of ink
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that does not tell the viewer anything new’’ (p. 107). He coins two

phrases to describe such decoration: non-data-ink and chartjunk.

‘‘Like weeds, many varieties of chartjunk flourish,’’ he explains,

making clear the normative character of his admonitions. Such

nuisances take characteristic forms: excessive use of color and pattern;

gridlines which unnecessarily clog up the data frame; and a surplus of

decorative ornament that overwhelms the information a picture is

intended to convey.

Subsequent pages offer a dazzling array of numerical pictures: data

maps of the distribution of cancer diagnoses; time-series displays of

weather, import/export rates, and mail traffic; narrative graphics of the

demise of Napoleon’s military advance toward Moscow; and dozens of

bar graphs and scatterplot diagrams. The glue holding all of this

material together is aesthetic: representational ideals that Tufte calls

‘‘graphical excellence’’ and ‘‘graphical integrity,’’ and advice for

approximating them. The very existence of this text, with its stern

wisdom and vivid examples of numerical pictures good and bad,

undermines a conceit common among those who privilege quantita-

tive forms of information: their presumed transparency. Visual

Display suggests otherwise. Numerical pictures are not clear glass

windows. They color and refract what comes through. Tufte can make

normative claims about numerical displays because they can be

manipulated with varying degrees of craftsmanship and responsibility.

Like Tufte’s work, William S. Cleveland’s Elements of Graphing

Data (1994) offers broad wisdom about the craft of making numerical

pictures and a range of examples demonstrating its being done well

and poorly. Cleveland also provides a treatise on how numerical

pictures mediate information. Numerical pictures are refracting media

through which authors send information. The accomplishment of

graphical communication depends on authors’ own representational

skills, but also on the skills of audiences. He calls these skills encoding

and decoding. Graphs encode quantitative and categorical information

via ‘‘position, size and color.’’ In studying graphs, we decode visual

information.

A graphical method is successful only if the decoding process is effective.
Informed decisions about how to encode data can be achieved only through an
understanding of the visual decoding process, which is called graphical
perception. (Cleveland 1994, p. 20; author’s emphases)

Looking through a clear pane of glass requires little in the way of

skill, but decoding visual displays of quantitative information de-

mands fairly sophisticated interpretive capacities. Cleveland devotes
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an entire chapter to specifying them. ‘‘Table look-up,’’ for example,

entails ascertaining what kind of information a graph purports to

convey; ‘‘pattern perception’’ is the ability to find coherence in the

information presented in a graph. Making sense of numerical pictures

is something people must learn how to do well if communication with

numerical pictures is to be accomplished. As Cleveland puts it,

The decoding is the vital link, the raison d’etre, of the graph. No matter how
intelligent the choice of information, no matter how ingenious the coding of the
information, and no matter how technologically impressive the production,
a graph is a failure if the visual decoding fails. (Cleveland 1994, p. 221)

The complexity of making and reading numerical pictures makes

decoding challenging, ‘‘Even the most simple matters an easily go

wrong’’ (p. 9).

When things go right, however, when data, skillful representation,

and capable interpretation converge, the results can be profound.

Numerical pictures are ubiquitous partly because they can be made to

tell large stories with great brevity and lucidity. Consider the story that

began this essay, the decades-long investigation of temperature change

in Lake Baikal. The journal article on which that newspaper story is

based is built around a series of numerical pictures representing change

in Baikal’s water temperature and biotic life over time (fig. 1).

These pictures are stunningly parsimonious, which was the gist of

the article in the New York Times: all those thousands of individual

observations, duly and responsibly recorded for decades, assembled

and compressed into a few journal pages, depicting a phenomenon of

global proportions. The graphical images are essential components of

the scientific project. It may not be too much to say that they are the

foundation for the entire argument. Like photographs of faraway

lands that transport armchair tourists to places they cannot visit, the

graphical images enable readers to ‘‘see’’ thousands of temperature

readings they cannot witness in the space of a few column inches.

The most successful numerical pictures influence the ontology of

what they represent. The picture becomes its own subject, replacing,

in the comprehension of observers, what it originally was intended

merely to depict. One famous example in North American sociology is

found in Peter Blau and Otis Dudley Duncan’s The American

Occupational Structure (1967). The book is a milestone in empirical

sociology for its rigorous demonstration that fathers’ socioeconomic

status has both direct and indirect effects on the occupational out-

comes of sons. Today this fact is a sociological commonplace, but in

the 1960s the infrastructure required to demonstrate it statistically
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Graphical Displays from Hampton et al. 2008
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was only just emerging. The analysis required a large and carefully

derived sample of survey respondents, each providing uniform in-

formation that could be expressed numerically. It required state-of-

the-art computational equipment – something available only at the

most prominent universities in the 1960s.

The American Occupational Structure is over 500 pages in length,

but much of its argument is summarized in a single numerical picture

that appears midway through the text (fig. 2). It is a path diagram

representing statistical relationships between father occupation, fa-

ther education, respondent education, respondent first job, and

respondent occupational status in 1962. One of the most famous

pictures in social science, it is instantly recognizable to stratification

scholars worldwide. Like the graphical images depicting temperature

changes in Lake Baikal, this picture is impressively parsimonious. It

represents relationships of hundreds of thousands of data points in

the space of a few square inches. It simultaneously makes an

argument about intergenerational stratification and provides evidence

for that argument. Testament to its clarity, the diagram is still taught

to novice sociology students. A colleague recently confessed that she

had its coefficients were committed to memory years after graduate

school.

This picture has been more than enduring, however. It also has

shaped the American sociological imagination, helping to define how

scholars conceive of the social world. For example, Blau and Duncan’s

conception of education as an individual metrical quantity has cast

a long shadow over subsequent generations of sociological research on

schooling (Stevens 2008). Education, a pervasive and diffuse social

practice, became an objective thing, a possession that people acquired,

in varying amounts, as individuals. In the problem space of American

sociology, amount of schooling also became primarily a mechanism

of stratification. Blau and Duncan’s path diagram is by no means

exclusively responsible for this profound instance of social-scientific

objectification. But as an early, clear, and parsimonious picture of

education as a metrical phenomenon and individual possession, it

facilitated this objectification, literally providing a way of seeing social

reality that has endured.

Numerical pictures are important mechanisms through which

quantification holds things together in Desrosi�eres’ sense. They give

form to things that otherwise would be hard to comprehend. Good

graphical representations make complex phenomena (like global

warming) and statistical associations (like those between parental
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education and children’s occupation) thinkable. The most successful

ones endure in scientific and social history.

The influence and ubiquity of numerical pictures in modern life

have not gone unnoticed by social critics, satirists, and artists, who often

call attention to the artifice inherent in numerical representation. No

less a master of the craft than Otis Dudley Duncan created the pithy

term ‘‘statisticism’’ to decry the common tendency to make statistical

representation and manipulation ends in themselves. In characteristi-

cally witty and elegant prose, Duncan defined statisticism as

. . .the notion that computing is synonymous with doing research, the naı̈ve faith
that statistics is a complete or sufficient basis for scientific methodology, the
superstition that statistical formulas exist for evaluating such things as the
relative merits of different substantive theories or the ‘importance’ of the causes
of a ‘dependent variable’; and the delusion that decomposing the covariations of
some arbitrary and haphazardly assembled collection of variables can somehow
justify not only a ‘causal model’ but also, praise the mark, a ‘measurement
model.’ There would be no point in deploring such caricatures of the scientific
enterprise if there were a clearly identifiable sector of social science research
wherein such fallacies were clearly recognized and emphatically out of bounds.
(Duncan 1984, p. 226)

Statisticism may not be a surprising phenomenon in societies

where numerical expressions of knowledge enjoy such high prestige.

f i g . 2

Blau and Duncan’s (1967) Model of Status Attainment
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The aesthetic seductions of numerical pictures contribute to the

temptation for misuse.

One canny critique of statisticism is a project by the Russian

expatriate artists Vitaly Komar and Alexander Melamid known

variably as The People’s Choice, Painting by Numbers, and America’s

Most Wanted (Wypijewski 1997). Komar and Melamid came to

prominence in the global art world in the 1980s, through send-ups

of Socialist Realist painting that poked fun at the Soviet state’s official

painting style. In 1993, with funding from the Nation Institute, the

artists began an elaborate effort to specify and illustrate national

popular preferences in painting styles. They commissioned Marttila &

Kiley, a respected private research firm, to administer a national

survey questioning a statistically representative sample of Americans

what they most and least wanted in their paintings. As the project’s

official chronicle explains:

For eleven days the survey continued, as people throughout the forty-eight
contiguous states pondered: soft curves or sharp angles? brush strokes or
smooth surfaces? ‘realistic-looking’ or ‘different-looking’? serious or festive?
outdoor scenes or indoor? wild animals or domestic? famous people or ordinary?
at work or at leisure? On and on, for an average of twenty-four minutes, until all
102 questions had been asked. When it was over, 1,001 Americans had been
interviewed. (Wypijewski 1997, p. 2)

Komar and Melamid then created paintings reflecting the tastes

measured by the poll.

‘‘America’s Most Wanted’’ is a landscape (favored by 88 % of

respondents), presented in autumn (favored by 33 %), rendered with

soft curves (favored by 66 %) and containing large fields of blue

sky and blue water (the color favored by 44 % of respondents). In

recognition of respondents’ preferences for pictures containing wild

animals (51 %) in their natural setting (89 %), two dear frolic on the

banks of the scene’s water feature (49 % of respondents favor lakes,

rivers, oceans, and seas), alongside renderings of several human beings

whose identity is unclear (fully clothed – favored by 68 %). Perhaps

because 50 % of respondents were ambivalent about whether they

favored ‘‘ordinary or famous’’ people, the painting’s fourth human

subject resembles George Washington.

Komar and Melamid also produced ‘‘America’s Most Unwanted,’’ an

abstract painting featuring geometric patterns (favored by 30 %), sharp

angles (22 %) and the colors gold, orange, peach, and teal (favored by 1 %).

Exhibited in New York City in 1994, the pictures were an artworld

sensation. The Nation magazine carried expansive commentary on the
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project that same year, and the Foundation subsequently funded the

project internationally. Variations of the U.S. questionnaire were

administered by polling firms in Europe, Asia, and Africa. The artists

claim that their global sample now represents over two billion people,

nearly one-third of the world’s population (Wypijewski 1997, p. 2).

As with any work of art, Painting by Numbers is open to varied

interpretations. One reading illustrates Duncan’s statisticism: the

faith that patterns discerned in quantitative data are coextensive with

things in the larger world. Read this way, Komar and Melamid’s

project is a critique of scientific ambition and populist impulse to see

the world through quantification. Numbers may help us comprehend

complicated things we care about, but such comprehension comes

at the price of mediation. This is true no matter how clear and

parsimonious the pictures we make with numbers may be.

Conclusion

We began this essay by suggesting that numbers, like words,

should be regarded as deeds: acts of communication whose meaning

and functions cannot be reduced to a narrow instrumentality and

which depend deeply on ‘grammars’ and ‘vocabularies’ developed

through use. We offered this idea as a useful starting point for an

explicit and intellectually capacious sociology of quantification. We

have invoked a wide range of scholarship which might be held

together by the problem of quantification, proposing five themes of

recent and future inquiries: work, reactivity, discipline, authority, and

aesthetics. We have argued that a sociology of quantification should

recognize the effort and coordination that quantification requires; the

tendency of quantification to remake what it measures; the capacity

of quantification to channel social behavior; the polyvalent authority

of claims made with quantitative measures; and the art and artifice of

numerical expression.

Our inquiry so far has made only oblique reference to the ethical

dimensions of quantification. Here we are more explicit: a sociology of

quantification is best regarded as a prolegomena to an ethics of

numbers. Once sociology makes clear that quantification is funda-

mentally social – an artifact of human action, imagination, ambition,

accomplishment, and failing – the ethical implications and possibil-

ities of quantification become more visible.
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We are not philosophers, but we can suggest what an ethics of

quantification might entail. First, taking a lesson of Marx, Weber, and

Simmel, as well as more contemporary theorists such as Anthony

Giddens, J€urgen Habermas, Hans Joas, John Meyer, and James Scott,

we should recognize that quantification facilitates a peculiarly modern

ontology, in which the real easily becomes coextensive with what is

measurable. An ethics of quantification should view this ontology as

productive but partial. There is no question that measurement has

helped create the modern world (consider the census); but the character

of the world where numbers triumph is not always desirable (consider

‘‘America’s Most Wanted’’). Measurement can help us see complicated

things in ways that make it possible to intervene in them productively

(consider measures of global warming); but measurement also can

narrow our appraisal of value and relevance to what can be measured

easily, at the expense of other ways of knowing (consider how education

became years of schooling in American sociology). An ethics of

quantification should investigate how the world is made by measures,

but should strongly reject any conceit, scientific or otherwise, that

measurement provides privileged or exclusive access to the real.

Second, an ethics of quantification should recognize the ancient

association of numbers with ideals of rationality and universalism.

The enduring appeal and utility of quantification is that it facilitates

the production of knowledge that transcends and integrates particu-

larities of place, language, and custom. The dream of universalism

implied by numerical expressions of value is an honorable thing – as

are the myriad accomplishments of numerical deeds that have

improved human understanding and well-being. At the same time,

an ethics of quantification should recognize the variety, limits, and

artfulness of quantitative expressions of value. We recall that Arti-

stotle saw loss as well as virtue in Plato’s dream of irrationality tamed

by universal commensuration. In Aristotelean ethics, investment in

singularity is a different kind of relationship than investment in things

or people that vary by increments of some desired quantity. On this

view, how we value matters because it helps us to know who we are,

and a plurality of forms of value can make life richer and more

passionate as well as more rational (Nussbaum 1986; Lukes 2008).

Third, an ethics of quantification should recognize that we live at a

time in which democracy, merit, participation, accountability and even

‘‘fairness’’ are presumed to be best disclosed and adjudicated through

numbers. So much opportunity and status, and so much power, is

now mediated through mechanical objectivity in administration,
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management, education and finance, that we cannot understand the

basic terms of justice if we do not understand quantification. Numbers

are implicated in the core questions of sociology: what it means to be

modern, how inequality works, how communication is accomplished,

values honored, domination maintained and resisted. We should not

take them for granted.
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R�esum�e

Une des plus notables nouveaut�es politiques
des trente derni�eres ann�ees a �et�e l’augmen-
tation de la demande de quantification des
ph�enom�enes sociaux de la part tant du public
que des gouvernements. Les sociologues n’y
ont gu�ere vu un ph�enom�ene social g�en�eral.
En s’appuyant sur les acquis des sciences
sociales tant am�ericains qu’europ�eens et aussi
sur la recherche dans les humanit�es, l’article
d�egage cinq aspects de la quantification : le
travail de base requis, la r�eactivit�e, le pouvoir
normatif, l’autorit�e multiusages qu’elle
d�egage et enfin la puissance dans l’ordre
esth�etique.

Zusammenfassung

Eine der bedeutendsten politischen Neue-
rungen der letzten 30 Jahre ist die steigende
Nachfrage nach der Quantifizierung sozialer
Bewegungen und dies sowohl von seiten der
Öffentlichkeit als auch der Regierungen. Die
Soziologen haben dies nicht als allgemeines
soziales Ph€anomen betrachtet. Aufbauend
auf den Erfahrungen der amerikanischen
und europ€aischen Sozial- und Humanwissen-
schaften, zeigt der Aufsatz f€unf Aspekte der
Quantifizierung: Arbeitsaufwand, Reaktivit€at,
normative Macht,

’’
Mehrzweck‘‘-Autorit€at

und die Macht der Esthetik.
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